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Article
Submission
We are looking for articles
for our upcoming
Flim Flam issues.
We welcome any member
to submit an article,
story, ad, or any other
kind of column idea.
If interested, please email
your submission to our
Editor, Lita Pettus-Dotson:
litadotson@gmail.com

Taking care of our clients
from first initial phone call
to close of case...putting
our best face forward
I recently had a client retain my
office based solely upon the experience she had in the first 5 minutes
of coming to my firm and speaking
with my hospitable staff versus the
experience she had earlier that day
when she interviewed another attorney. This client indicated the treatment she received while she waited
briefly in the lobby is what made her
decide that she would retain our firm
to represent her in her matter…before even ever meeting the attorney
who would actually represent her
throughout her matter.
This experience got me thinking
about all of our offices and the kinds
of procedures we have to ensure
client loyalty. When a client has a
positive or negative experience they
will tell their friends, who will tell their
friends, who tell their friends…see
where I am going with this? Word
of Mouth is a very powerful tool
that we can all use to our benefit.
Unfortunately, it can be used to our
detriment as well, so it’s important
to make sure the experience our clients have is a good one.
So, what can we do within our offices to work toward generating positive Word of Mouth? It seems like a
simple concept: treat others as you
would like to be treated. Yet, each
of us can think of multiple examples
of establishments that we will never
visit again due to the experiences
we had there. In our own offices

there are a few things we can easily munication open and flowing goes
do to let clients know that they are a long way toward building up your
important to us:
credibility in a client’s mind.
1. Treat clients as individuals rather
than cases: When clients come to
us, no matter what the reason, it is
because they need our expertise
on a situation in their lives that they
do not know how to handle. Many
times they are out of their element
and may be dealing with feelings of
fear, frustration, stress and anxiety
that they have never experienced
before. We should be treating them
with dignity, patience and compassion. Don’t use big words that they
do not understand or be impatient
when they don’t grasp a new concept. At the same time, it’s important
to not seem patronizing and elitist.
Tailoring the way we act to each client helps us to make them feel like
they matter as individuals while still
maintaining a professional relationship.

3. Remember the little things: Before an appointment, take a quick
second to make sure you are aware
of what is going on in a client’s life.
If they or someone in their family
has experienced a significant event
in their lives make sure to mention
it. If something personal about them
has come up in multiple conversations, mention it. Not only do these
events tend to bleed into their cases,
it helps the client to feel like you are
really listening when they talk. This
gesture will take only a few seconds
but will build good will faster than
anything else.
If clients trust our offices they will
emerge at the end of their case
feeling more confident in the advice
they’ve received and more satisfied
with the service they’ve been provided. A happy client is more likely
to tell their friends that they retained
an office that really advocated for
their cause and truly helped them.
Having a positive experience to
share, especially something positive in an otherwise trying time of
their life, allows the clients to easily
recommend that office over others.
And that recommendation to a friend
could easily turn into a recommendation to their friends, which turns
into… In the end, we all benefit from
these practices and from the positive experiences they’ve had and
can share.

2. Consistency instills confidence:
When a client calls in to your office
they should be able to count on what
is going to happen. Make sure that
they know if they leave a message
with any of the staff that they will be
getting a call back in a reasonable
amount of time. If they are used to
emailing, they can count on the fact
that it is going to the right person and
can expect a timely response. They
should be receiving the same information from each person that they
talk to in the office and feel like everyone is on the same page. Building
on the point from before, find out the
way your clients most like to receive Until next time…Enjoy the practice
correspondence and stick with it. of law!
Creating a system that keeps com-
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Meet Your Board Members Profile:
Lita Pettus-Dotson

Law Offices of Lita Pettus-Dotson
3050 Citrus Circle #122
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
562 14th Street
Oakland, CA 94612
510-219-3564

Personal Story: I studied at UCSB for 3 years ultimately earned

my undergraduate degree at San Diego State University (Go Aztecs) and my JD at John F. Kennedy University School of Law. I
am a proud third generation San Dieagan where most of my family
resides.

Areas of Practice: I handle the full spectrum of family law concerns: dissolution, child custody, support and legal guardianship
of minors. My litigation background has allowed for a smooth transition into the high conflict area of family law.

Back Story: After graduating law school in 1997, I practiced

for a year in asbestos litigation. Great deposition training but I
found the area depressing, always interrogating very sick people.
I gravitated to an insurance defense practice, and worked with all
the major insurance companies handling personal injury and real
property claims, ranging from the very small (why are litigating
this?) to multi-million dollar cases involving catastrophic injuries
or property damage, or both. I lingered in this area of practice for
over a decade honing my litigation and ADR skills.
Through a series of shifts involving a firm closure, merger and
a detour, I am pleased and content to be the captain of my own
ship. I have a profound interest in stabilizing rocky familial situations and, as a mother of two little girls, ages 8 and 11, the needs
of those with the littlest voices has become of primary importance
to me. I was a board member to St. Lawrence O’Toole School,
SEEDS, a non-profit dispute resolution service and appointed as
a Commissioner on the Alameda County Human Relations Commission where I served as Secretary.
I look forward to providing the Eastern Alameda County Bar Association Members with valuable and inspiring articles in the Flim
Flam from our knowledgeable members. Feel free to contact me
regarding article submissions at any time at litadotson@gmail.com.

Extracurricular: In my spare time, I enjoy jewelry making

(a passion), reading, watching movies, driving my girls from place
to place, traveling (favorite places are Paris and my hometown
of San Diego, GO AZTECS) and reflecting on the many blessings
I have.
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Any EACBA member wishing
to place a classified ad in the
Flim Flam may do so for
no charge by emailing
litadotson@gmail.com.
Ads will be published on a
space available basis and a
publication date cannot be
guaranteed. Ads for law
office related materials will
have publication priority.

Cloud Computing, Part III Online File Sharing and Cloud-Based
Office Suites
by Gerald R. Prettyman
This is the third article on Cloud Computing. Part I discussed
programs that are accessed and used via the Internet. These
programs are rented from Application-Service-Providers (ASP)
and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) providers, and have the benefit
that the user never needs to install or upgrade the programs. Their
downside is that an active Internet connection is generally always
needed to use the programs. Part II covered use of the Internet to
provide electronic file backup and restore services. These services
are called offsite storage and have the benefit that your electronic
files are safe from harm or theft in your office. Their downside is
that the files may be subject to compromise both by harm or theft
at the offsite location.
Part III, provided here, discusses use of the Internet for sharing
documents and for creating and editing documents. This article
includes minor technical discussions so that readers may understand the legal and privacy implications for using various file sharing and document creation services.

Peer-to-peer file sharing means that people may share files without using a intermediary server. Early peer-to-peer file sharing
required users to install a common program, such as Napster and
Grokster, so a user could tell other users what files were available
for sharing, and at least one server to facilitate the exchange of
file lists. As many users unfortunately chose to share copyright
protected files, the server owners were liable for contributory copyright infringement.
Yahoo took a different tactic and introduced Yahoo Groups to
allow people to upload pictures and other files for sharing. Yahoo
Groups isn’t quite a client-server operation because you can use
any web browser and it isn’t peer-to-peer because the files are on
a Yahoo server. In addition, the users (called “organizers”) who
create the group have the ability to make the files public or private
to select people. Yahoo Groups is free, but there are three important issues. First, the files on Yahoo Groups are not encrypted
(unless the uploaded file is encrypted) so anyone with access can
read a file. Second, files are publicly available unless access is
correctly set to the authorized people. Lastly, as the files are on a
Yahoo server, you are trusting Yahoo with oversight that the information will not be compromised.
Like Yahoo Groups, Google’s file sharing services are free at a
basic level and use a web browser for file operations. Google’s
Picassa allows for photo uploading and editing. Google docs
allows for the ability to have both document sharing and real-time
editing of letters and spreadsheets. Another Google difference is
being able to control access link-sharing, meaning anyone with
the URL can access the document. As with Yahoo Groups, the
files on Google docs are not independently encrypted so you must
properly set controlled access, and trust that Google employees
will not snoop. Server-client services are now generally fee-based,
which helps pay for the software, the sharing services, and for
file storage.

Online File Sharing
File sharing works primarily two ways, server-client and peer-topeer. As with ASP and SaaS, server-client means a central computer (the server) holds files and controls access by another computer (the client). Peer-to-peer means two computers are sharing
information with each other without regard to either computer
being between other computers.

Other companies allow you to store files in a designated folder
on your computer, and the company then copies the files to the
computers of people you designate, and its servers. The company
then updates the files on all computers with automatic peer-to-peer
updates. Examples of these companies include Dropbox, Box.net,
FilesAnywhere, CloudMe, CrashPlan, Egnyte, iCloud, Mozy, SpiderOak, SugarSync, TitanFile, Ubuntu One, Windows Live SkyDrive, Wuala and ZumoDrive. Most of these companies have a
tiered free/ fee service plan for keeping the files current regardless
of whether you or another users make changes. Most companies
also have applications for Android, BlackBerry, iPad or iPhone so
you can keep your files current across all your devices.

Server-client file sharing predates the Internet through newsgroups (1980), which were also called usenets, or bulletin boards.
Each server had a telephone number through which people could
connect a computer. The Internet allowed multiple servers and
multiple users to connect via telephone connections, with cable
and DSL connections later succeeding telephone service. Readers may recognize that web sites, forums, and social media are
current examples of server-client file sharing.

There are major concerns with these services. First, the folder
of your computer may be a ‘public’ folder that provides for public
access to anyone who has the link (this is like Picassa and Google
docs), so you must be careful to place sensitive files in the correct
folder. Second, if you lose a mobile device, you must remotely
delete the folder on the device, or the files, or remotely erase the
device. Third, as with any offsite file storage scheme, you trust the
integrity and confidentiality of your electronic files to a third party.
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As previously mentioned, personal encryption is the only way to
have complete assurance of confidentiality. Lastly, these companies sometimes go out of business, so you should have a separate
backup of every file you store online.
Cloud-Based Office Suites
Cloud-Based Office Suites are basically online document creation
providers. Depending on the provider, you open your browser to
the provider’s website, login, use the provided features to create
and format a document, and set permissions of who can set and
edit the file. The market is still in flux, but the primary players in
the field are Google Apps, Zoho, and Microsoft Office 365 (which
replaces Office Live).
Google packages it’s Apps’ service as a combined email, document, and calendar/ ToDo service with tiered free/ fee plans. You
register for a google email (gmail) address, such as yourname@
gmail.com, and for free, you get 7 GB of storage for email and
documents. There is a slight perk that free file storage slowly
increases at 128 MB per day. For a nominal $50 per year, the
storage is bumped up to 25 GB per year. As an online office suite,
Google Apps is austere. You get the basic font formats, plus nine
paragraph formats, most of which apply to titles and headings.
The basic file, edit and insert toolbars, functions and symbols are
available, as is an equation toolbar. You also have the ability to
share documents by assigning read or write privileges to individuals (collaborators) through weblinks, or to the public, or to publish
the file on a webpage. Google services are also available for Droid
and Blackberry Smartphones. Google also has a Groups (discussions) feature, and is getting into the online meeting business
(openmeetings) though at this time I would classify the openmeetings service as being in beta testing stage.
Zoho (which has a corporate office in Pleasanton) touts itself as an
online provider of 22 collaboration services. Some are the same
services as Google (including a Zoho.com email address), and in
fact, Zoho allows you both to register using your Google login, and
“lets you seamlessly manage members of your private community
from Google, attach files from Google Docs and much more, from
within Zoho apps.” Zoho, however, surpasses Google as a business service provider by providing an accounting application, a
CRM (customer resource management) application, HR services,
discussion groups, project management, online meetings and other applications. Like other online providers, Zoho is a free/ tiered
fee service provider. All Zoho services have a free minimum level
with 1 GB of storage (total). Each service also has an enhanced
paid service, such as $3 per month per additional 5GB of storage.
The free HR service tracks up to 10 employees, with more than 10
employees costing $49 per month, The free online meeting service is one host-one participant-one hour per meeting, while one
year of one host - five participant unlimited meetings is $115. This
is much less than gotomeeting, which is $49 per month, though
gotomeeting allows for more attendees. The advantage and yet
drawback to Zoho is its pricing structure. You can buy only the
services you want, but to get bulk pricing, you’ll have to call Zoho
and talk to a customer service representative (unless you work in
the 4900 Hopyard Road building).

After years of sticking to packaged software, Microsoft finally relented in 2011 to the 21st Century and introduced Microsoft Office
365 as its cloud-based application suite. The advantages of Office
365 are that if you are used to Office 2007 or Office 2010, you’ll
likely be comfortable with the ribbon features of Office 365, it has
more office suite features than other online applications, and the
pricing isn’t bad. Office 365 is just $6 per month per user for the
usual office suite applications with 25 GB of storage. Businesses
with corporate email and IT functions might consider the enterprise-level packages which have file sharing and online meetings,
though the lower level enterprise package bizarrely does not allow
office suite file editing.
Overall, moving some work to the “cloud” is beneficial for mobile
access, sharing, and storage. Google docs allows me to type
notes on my smartphone during meetings, then to upload the file
for safe storage, share the file, and make changes later, regardless of whether I’m at my desk or elsewhere. A free Zoho account
allows for in-office and remote business administration work.
Heavy Use Disruption
If there will be one significant problem to Cloud Computing, it
will be resistance from Internet Service Providers regarding the
amount of data (files and programs) sent through their service
lines. For example, Comcast instituted in 2010 a zero-tolerance
rule for heavy Internet users, which Comcast saw at the time primarily as people illegally downloading movies. Under the zerotolerance rule, any user exceeding 250GB of broadband use in
a calendar month, which means both downloads (office suite use
and movies) and uploads (storage) gets cut-off - with no notice or
appeal. At the time of putting the rule in place, 250GB of use was
both rare and generally due to illegal downloads. Now, however,
the combinations of online storage uploads, online Office Suite
downloads and legal movie (Netflix, etc.) downloads will and has
raised monthly usage to a significant fraction of the 250GB limit.
The rule, however, is blind to legal use of the Internet, and these
services may cause a Comcast user to permanently lose service
without notice. Consequently, Comcast users should monitor their
use to prevent disruption, or upgrade to a business plan.
Online File Sharing and Cloud-Based Office Suites provide ease
and assurance for backup storage, sharing and collaboration,
automatic updates, and remote access to improve personal and
business operations for both office and mobile situations. These
are tempered by concerns for confidentiality and generally minor,
but potentially significant uncertainties. In the balance of relieving
apprehension and uncertainty in office administration, and adding
complications, Online File Sharing and Cloud-Based Office Suites
have significant benefits for the legal office.

Copyright ©2012 Gerald R. Prettyman. Gerald R. Prettyman is an
Intellectual Property and Patent Attorney serving entrepreneurs,
start-ups, and established businesses seeking to protect and profit
from their ideas. Please visit http://GotABrightIdea.com.
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GOINGS ON

SATURDAY
APRIL 21, 2012

SUNDAY
APRIL 15, 2012

10:00 AM to 3:00 PM
2nd Annual Family
Earth Day Celebration

3:00 PM

Pleasanton Public Library
400 Old Bernal Avenue
Pleasanton

Pleasanton Chamber Players
Firehouse Arts Center
4444 Railroad Avenue
Pleasanton

Contact Information:
Children’s Library Desk, x8
(925) 931-3400

Prepare to be delighted as accomplished local
musicians perform the Brahms Quintet for Clarinet
and Strings op. 115, William Grant Still’s remarkable
Suite for Violin and Piano
(inspired by Harlem Renaissance artists),
Dvorak’s Piano Trio in E Minor op. 90 and
“Dumky”, a garland of alternating melancholy
and free-spirited Slavic songs.

Drop by for arts and crafts, activities, booths,
and entertainment at this FREE fun-filled
Family Earth Day Celebration.
Agencies and organizations from around the Bay Area
will be on hand to host hands on demonstration booths,
crafts and more for kids of all ages.
Andy Z, the popular, award-winning Bay Area children’s
entertainer brings the day to a high entergy finish with
music, puppets and audience participation beginning
at 3:00 p.m. in the library meeting room.

Contact Information:
Michelle Russo
Email: mrusso@cityofpleasantonca.gov
Phone: (925) 931-4848

In courtesy to the performer and the audience,
no admission 10 minutes after the
program has begun.
Free tickets will be distributed at the Children’s Desk
30 minutes before the show.
Tickets are limited to room capacity for this event.
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ATTORNEY SERVICES
LIZ PRISTIA DIGITAL TRANSCRIPTION
Specializing in the Transcription of:

Criminal Investigations • Legal • Medical • Insurance • Subrosa
Recorded Interviews/Summaries • Anything you want transcribed!
With an experienced team at Liz Pristia Transcription Services,
you will be pleased with the results. Please contact me anytime!
I look forward to hearing from you.
P.O. Box 2064 • Livermore, CA 94551
cell: 925.980.0950 • home office: 925.449.5758
fax: 925.371.6007 • email: lpristia@comcast.net
web: lizpristiatranscription.com

THE OTHER BAR

Free confidential assistance to lawyers, judges, paralegals and law
students with substance abuse problems. Weekly Other Bar 12-Step
Meetings are held in many areas, and others are being established.
For times and locations, or to start a meeting in your area,
contact the number or website below.
Provider of Certified MCLE Instructors
Confidential Hotline: (800) 222-0767
www.otherbar.org

MEMBERS ADVERTISING
Free Employment Connection Service
Paula Billanes is the Employment Chairperson for the
Livermore-Amador Valley Legal Professionals Association
(LAVLPA). LAVLPA is the local chapter for legal secretaries, and legal assistants, and it is chartered by the state
organization of Legal Secretaries, Incorporated.
As a service to local attorneys and law firms in the
Valley, LAVLPA keeps a list of secretaries and legal assistants
seeking employment, as well as freelance legal secretaries
and independent paralegals. As a free service to you, our
Association will gladly advertise any employment needs
from local firms in the Law & Notions, our monthly
bulletin. Law & Notions is sent monthly to all active
members representing many law firms. The deadline for
submitting employment advertisements is the last Friday
of each month.
If Paula can be of service in either supplying contacts for
employment or advertising your vacancies, please give her
a call at (209) 640-9194, or e-mail her at paulabillanes@
yahoo.com.

Mobile Notary Services
Donna Mapes, Notary Public
(925) 997-7613
tlodonna@yahoo.com

WANTED

Lolly Heaney & Associates
Mobile Notary Public Services

Shared Office Space
Attorney J. Michael Brown is looking for shared office
space in San Ramon. Requirements include an office of
approximately 12’ x 16’ plus space for file cabinets and a
copy machine. Please call Mike at (925) 484-2200.

Lolly (E.A.) Heaney
Notary Public
510-791-2121
lollyheaney@comcast.net

We are available to assist you during normal business hours and
evenings by appointment. $10 per signature and a small charge
for travel time for signings outside the Tri Valley.
The Law Office of Spojmie Nasiri
is a full-service immigration law firm that provides
legal services in a wide range of immigration matters
including family-based immigration, naturalization,
consular processing, obtaining green cards,
deportation defense, bonds, asylum and relief
under the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA).
Law Office of Spojmie Nasiri
6200 Stoneridge Mall Road, Suite 300
Pleasanton, CA 94588
Tel: (925) 520-5195
Fax: (925)369-7222
spojmie@nasirilaw.com
www.nasirilaw.com

INTERNS AVAILABLE
Have a need for a law school intern in your practice to get through projects during the coming
summer months?
Board member Steve Sherman would like you to know
that several of our mock trial students are ready, willing
and able to gain valuable legal experience little or no cost.
If you have the need in your practice, contact Steve at
ssherman@tobysherman.com

Eastern Alameda
County Bar
Association

DON’T MISS THIS INFORMATIVE PROGRAM

FLIM FLAM

Speaker: Judge Stephen M. Pulido

The Flim Flam is produced by:

Presiding Judge for the Alameda County Superior Court, Family Law
Division, and former Eastern Alameda County Bar Association member.
Judge Pulido will be holding a Question and Answer Session
on various topics related to Family Law.

Lita Pettus-Dotson

3050 Citrus Circle, Suite 122
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
Phone: (510) 219-3564
litadotson@gmail.com

Executive Director
Pat Parson

Board of Directors
Katharine Hooker
President
Jillian Atuegbu
Vice President
Doris Hale Slater
Treasurer
Thomas G. Borst
Secretary
Michael E. Kyle
Bench/Bar Liaison
Lita Pettus-Dotson
Flim Flam Editor
J. Michael Brown
Past President
Thomas G. Borst
Membership
Jerry Prettyman
John Lewman
Jillian Atuegbu

Upcoming MCLE Events

Law Office of

April 20, 2012 MCLE Luncheon

Please send any questions you have on any topics you would like
Judge Pulido to discuss to Vice President Jillian Atuebgu,
at jillian@cafamilylawgroup.com
The MCLE luncheons are held from
Noon to 1:30 pm at the Pleasanton Hilton
Cost of the lunch is:
$25 for members | $30 for nonmembers | $20 for staff
Payment is collected at the door.
Please RSVP no later than Wednesday, April 28, 2012
to Pat Parson at eacbalaw@aol.com
or by phone message at 510-581-3799.
ONE HOUR OF MCLE CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN.
EACBA certifies that it is a State of California approved MCLE provider.

